
2019 Summer Reading Books “Shortlist” - PAHS 
 

Required titles: 

9th grade – 9CC, 9H Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck 
and one self-selected title from the summer reading list 

10th grade – 10CC, 10H The Epic of Gilgamesh 
and one self-selected title from the summer reading list 

11th grade – 11CP, 11ACP, 11H The Catcher in the Rye by J.D. Salinger 
and one self-selected title from the summer reading list 

11th grade – 11AP Language and 
Composition 

Thank You for Arguing: What Aristotle, Lincoln, and Homer Simpson Can Teach Us 
About the Art of Persuasion by Jay Heinrichs 
and one self-selected title from the summer reading list 

12th grade – 12CP, 12ACP The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time by Mark Haddon 
and one self-selected title from the summer reading list 

12th grade – 12 Honors The Stranger by Albert Camus 
and one self-selected title from the summer reading list 

12th grade – 12 AP Literature and 
Composition 

To the Lighthouse by Virginia Woolf and 
How to Read Literature Like a Professor by Thomas C. Foster 
and one self-selected title from the summer reading list 

 

Featured books from the summer reading list (self-selected titles): 
NOTE: There are more titles you can choose from beyond these – this is just a sampling! 

See the full summer reading list for all options. 

 

TITLE AUTHOR GENRE 

127 Hours: Between a Rock and a Hard Place Ralston, Aron nonfict. - memoir 

A day-by-day account of Aron Ralston's unforgettable survival story. In April 2003, whilst hiking in the Utah canyons, he 
was trapped by the hand for six days by an 800-pound boulder. Finally, he faced a terrible decision: he had cut off his hand 
or face death. 

American Street Zoboi, Ibi fiction - realistic 

On the corner of American Street and Joy Road, Fabiola Toussaint thought she would finally find une belle vie—a good life. 
But after they leave Port-au-Prince, Haiti, Fabiola’s mother is detained by U.S. immigration, leaving Fabiola to navigate her 
loud American cousins, Chantal, Donna, and Princess; the grittiness of Detroit’s west side; a new school; and a surprising 
romance, all on her own. 

Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe Saenz, Benjamin fiction - realistic 
Aristotle is an angry teen with a brother in prison. Dante is a know-it-all who has an unusual way of looking at the world. 
When the two meet at the swimming pool, they seem to have nothing in common. But as the loners start spending time 
together, they discover that they share a special friendship—the kind that changes lives and lasts a lifetime. And it is 
through this friendship that Ari and Dante will learn the most important truths about themselves and the kind of people 
they want to be. 

Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close Foer, Jonathan S. fiction - mystery 
Nine-year-old Oskar Schell is an inventor, amateur entomologist, Francophile, letter writer, pacifist, natural historian, 
percussionist, romantic, Great Explorer, jeweller, detective, vegan, and collector of butterflies. When his father is killed in 
the September 11th attacks on the World Trade Centre, Oskar sets out to solve the mystery of a key he discovers in his 
father's closet.  

  



Far from the Tree Benway, Robin fiction - realistic 

Being the middle child has its ups and downs. But for Grace, an only child who was adopted at birth, discovering that she is a 
middle child is a different ride altogether. After putting her own baby up for adoption, she goes looking for her biological 
family, including... Maya, her loudmouthed younger bio sister, who has a lot to say about their newfound family ties... And 
Joaquin, their stoic older bio brother, who has no interest in bonding over their shared biological mother. After seventeen 
years in the foster care system, he’s learned that there are no heroes, and secrets and fears are best kept close to the vest, 
where they can’t hurt anyone but him. 

Gentleman’s Guide to Vice & Virtue  Lee, Mackenzi fiction - historical/adventure 

Henry “Monty” Montague was born and bred to be a gentleman, but he was never one to be tamed… Still, it isn’t in Monty’s 
nature to give up... But when one of Monty’s reckless decisions turns their trip abroad into a harrowing manhunt that spans 
across Europe, it calls into question everything he knows, including his relationship with the boy he adores. 

Give a Boy a Gun Strasser, Todd fiction - realistic 

For as long as they can remember, Brendan and Gary have been mercilessly teased and harassed by the jocks who rule 
Middletown High. But not anymore. Stealing a small arsenal of guns from a neighbor, they take their classmates hostage at a 
school dance. In the panic of this desperate situation, it soon becomes clear that only one thing matters to Brendan and 
Gary: revenge. 

If You Find Me Murdoch, E. fiction - suspense 

There are some things you can’t leave behind… A broken-down camper hidden deep in a national forest is the only home 
fifteen year-old Carey can remember. The trees keep guard over her threadbare existence, with the one bright spot being 
Carey’s younger sister, Jenessa, who depends on Carey for her very survival. All they have is each other, as their mentally ill 
mother comes and goes with greater frequency. Until that one fateful day their mother disappears for good, and two 
strangers arrive. Suddenly, the girls are taken from the woods and thrust into a bright and perplexing new world... 

Impossible Knife of Memory Anderson, L. H. fiction - realistic 

For the past five years, Hayley Kincain and her father, Andy, have been on the road, never staying long in one place as he 
struggles to escape the demons that have tortured him since his return from Iraq. Now they are back in the town where he 
grew up so Hayley can attend school. Perhaps, for the first time, Hayley can have a normal life, put aside her own painful 
memories, even have a relationship with Finn, the hot guy who obviously likes her but is hiding secrets of his own. Will 
being back home help Andy’s PTSD, or will his terrible memories drag him to the edge of hell, and drugs push him over? 

Leviathan Westerfeld, S. fiction - dystopian 

Prince Aleksander, would-be heir to the Austro-Hungarian throne, is on the run. His own people have turned on him. His 
title is worthless. All he has is a battletorn war machine and a loyal crew of men. Deryn Sharp is a commoner, disguised as a 
boy in the British Air Service. She's a brilliant airman. But her secret is in constant danger of being discovered. With World 
War I brewing, Alek and Deryn's paths cross in the most unexpected way…taking them on a fantastical, around-the-world 
adventure that will change both their lives forever. 

Long Way Down  Reynolds, J. fiction - suspense 

A cannon. A strap. A piece. A biscuit. A burner. A heater. A chopper. A gat. A hammer. A tool for RULE. Or, you can call it a 
gun. That’s what fifteen-year-old Will has shoved in the back waistband of his jeans. See, his brother Shawn was just 
murdered. And Will knows the rules. No crying. No snitching. Revenge. That’s where Will’s now heading, with that gun 
shoved in the back waistband of his jeans, the gun that was his brother’s gun. He gets on the elevator, seventh floor, stoked. 
He knows who he’s after. Or does he? 

Neverwhere Gaiman, N. fiction - fantasy 

Under the streets of London there's a place most people could never even dream of. A city of monsters and saints, 
murderers and angels, knights in armour and pale girls in black velvet. This is the city of the people who have fallen 
between the cracks. Richard Mayhew, a young businessman, is going to find out more than enough about this other London. 
A single act of kindness catapults him out of his workday existence and into a world that is at once eerily familiar and 
utterly bizarre. And a strange destiny awaits him down here, beneath his native city: Neverwhere. 

  



October Mourning: A Song for Matthew Shepard Newman, L. nonfict. - narrative 

On the night of October 6, 1998, a gay twenty-one-year-old college student named Matthew Shepard was lured from a 
Wyoming bar by two young men, savagely beaten, tied to a remote fence, and left to die. Using her poetic imagination, the 
author creates fictitious monologues from various points of view, including the fence Matthew was tied to, the stars that 
watched over him, the deer that kept him company, and Matthew himself.  

Please Ignore Vera Dietz King, A.S. fiction - realistic/drama 
Vera’s spent her whole life secretly in love with her best friend, Charlie Kahn. And over the years she’s kept a lot of his 
secrets. Even after he betrayed her. Even after he ruined everything. So when Charlie dies in dark circumstances, Vera 
knows a lot more than anyone—the kids at school, his family, even the police. But will she emerge to clear his name? Does 
she even want to? 

Ready Player One Cline, E. fiction - science fict. 

In the year 2045, reality is an ugly place. The only time teenage Wade Watts really feels alive is when he's jacked into the 
virtual utopia known as the OASIS. Wade's devoted his life to studying the puzzles hidden within this world's digital 
confines, puzzles that are based on their creator's obsession with the pop culture of decades past and that promise massive 
power and fortune to whoever can unlock them. 

The Things They Carried O'Brien, T. fiction - war 

In 1979, Tim O'Brien's Going After Cacciato - a novel about the Vietnam War - won the National Book Award. In this, his 
second work of fiction about Vietnam, O'Brien's unique artistic vision is again clearly demonstrated. Neither a novel nor a 
short story collection, it is an arc of fictional episodes, taking place in the childhoods of its characters, in the jungles of 
Vietnam and back home in America two decades later. 

Turtles All the Way Down Green, J. fiction - realistic 

Sixteen-year-old Aza never intended to pursue the mystery of fugitive billionaire Russell Pickett, but there’s a hundred-
thousand-dollar reward at stake and her Best and Most Fearless Friend, Daisy, is eager to investigate. So together, they 
navigate the short distance and broad divides that separate them from Russell Pickett’s son, Davis. Aza is trying. She is 
trying to be a good daughter, a good friend, a good student, and maybe even a good detective, while also living within the 
ever-tightening spiral of her own thoughts.  

 

Full summer reading list – scan here  

 

 

 

 
Interested in other books beyond summer reading? 
NOTE: These are not on the summer reading list, but are great recent releases that may interest you! 

Anderson, L. H.: Shout 

Acevedo, Elizabeth: With the Fire on High 

Ahmed, Samira: Internment 

Albertelli, Becky & Adam Silvera: What If It's Us 

Bardugo, Leigh: King of Scars 

De la Pena, Matt: Superman: Dawnbreaker (DC Icons #4) 

Khorran, Adib: Darius the Great is Not Okay 

Krosoczka, Jarrett J.: Hey, Kiddo 

McManus, Karen M.: Two Can Keep a Secret 

Parker, Natalie: Seafire 

Reynolds, Jason: Opposite of Always 

Stone, Nic: Dear Martin 

Thomas, Angie: On the Come Up 

Yousafazi, Malala: We are Displaced 

Scan here to explore 

more books! 


